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Kalpana Hiralal is an Associate Professor in the School of Social Sciences at Howard College at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. She teaches both undergraduate and graduate level modules on global history, women, gender and politics and culture and tourism. Her PhD dissertation focused on the South Asian Diaspora to Africa in the context of settlement, trade and identity formation. Her most recent book publications are: Satyagraha, Passive Resistance and its Legacy (Manohar 2015), Global Hindu Diaspora: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Manohar 2016) and Pioneers of Satyagraha: Indian South African Defy Racist Laws, 1907-1914 (Navajivan 2017). Contact details: hiralalk@ukzn.ac.za

Sultan Khan is an Associate Professor in Sociology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. His research interests are in the fields of urban sociology and social issues. He is the co-editor of the books (Un)Dressing Durban, Contemporary Social Issues in Africa and (De)Monopolising Paradise. He is a National Research Foundation rated scientist. His most recently internationally collaborated research project focused on ‘People, Places and Infrastructure: Countering Urban Violence and Promoting Justice in Mumbai, Rio, and Durban. Contact details: khans@ukzn.ac.za

Divane Nzima is a Doctoral student of sociology at the University of Fort Hare specialising in migration. He has a background in sociology of development, industrial sociology and industrial psychology. His research interests are in migration-development interactions, return migration as well as migration and family dynamics. Divane has written a number of articles on migration and parenting in low income countries, particularly Zimbabwe and South Africa. Contact details: dnzima@gmail.com

Shabnam Shaik is a lecturer in Anthropology at Rhodes University and a doctoral candidate in Anthropology (Medical). Her current work focuses on
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understanding the lives of HIV positive people amongst Muslims, in Durban, and their support networks. This area of research is also the focus of her PhD research. Contact details: S.Shaik@ru.ac.za

Karthigasen Gopalan is a lecturer in history at the University of Fort Hare having completed his undergraduate studies and PhD at the History Department of the University of KwaZulu- Natal. His research interests are on the Indian Diaspora, forced removals and identity. Contact details: KGopalan@ufh.ac.za

Gabriel Tati is Associate Professor at the University of the Western Cape (South Africa) where he teaches courses in demography, quantitative research methods and statistics. He has authored several articles in peer-reviewed journals, and book chapters. His publications have appeared in Development in Practice, Africa Spectrum, Espace Population Societies, African Population Studies, Geocarrefour, and AutrePart. Hommes and Migration to name but a few. From 2011 to 2015, he served as a member of the scientific committee on the Council for the Development of Social Research in Africa (CODESRIA). Contact details: gtati@uwc.ac.za

Yamkela Majikijela holds a MPhil in Population Studies awarded by the University of the Western Cape. She graduated cum laude. Her research interests are in migration and labour market dynamics in South Africa. She had previously worked as a Population analyst intern at the Department of Social Development and as NRF research intern at Khenda marketing. Contact details: ymajikijela@gmail.com